We present a strategy to construct guiding distribution functions (GDFs) based on a variance minimization principle. This technique exploits the exact properties of eigenstates of the tilted operator used to compute large deviation functions. Auxiliary dynamics via GDFs is a viable route to mitigate the exponential growth of variance in Monte-Carlo estimators that arise in prototypical nonequilibrium systems. We demonstrate our techniques in two classes of problems. In the continuum, we show that GDFs can be constructed to study interacting driven diffusive systems where the efficiency can be improved by systematically incorporating higher order correlations. In the lattice, we use correlated product states as GDFs to study the 1D WASEP. We show that with modest resources we are able to compute the second order cumulant or susceptibility that captures the phase transition from a uniform transport to a traveling wave state in large systems. Our work extends the repertoire of tools needed to study properties of realistic systems.
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Large deviation theory (LDT) is a framework that extends tools of equilibrium statistical mechanics to nonequilibrium systems [1] . Much of LDT is concerned with fluctuations of typical trajectories as they encode the information relevant to the physics of a particular system. The spectrum of these rare trajectories display fascinating behavior reminiscent of phase transitions, criticality, even suggesting universality. Recent work has been concerned with understanding such dynamical behavior in lattice systems such as simple exclusion processes [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , constrained kinetic models [10, 11] , models of self-assembly [12] [13] [14] [15] , dissipative hydrodynamics [16, 17] , in continuum systems in the form of driven or active Brownian particles [14, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , as well as open quantum systems [28, 29] . Recently LDT has been shown to offer a route to calculating nonlinear transport coefficients [30, 31] and ways by which rare events can be made typical for engineering purposes [32] .
Accessing physical properties of interest, in all but the simplest systems, requires numerical tools which arise in the form of sampling techniques such as the Cloning Algorithm or Diffusion Monte-Carlo (DMC) [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] and Transition Path Sampling or Path Integral Monte-Carlo [39] as well as fixed point iterative techniques such as those involving matrix product states [9, 11, 40] . Although not formally exact the latter has been very successful in accessing prototypical lattice systems using modest bond dimensions. In the absence of formal area laws it is not yet known how such techniques are applicable in general, especially in higher dimensions. MonteCarlo techniques are generally applicable to any model and yield formally exact solutions, however, due to the growth of variance in estimators while accessing rare events, their practical use can be very limited [14, 38] .
Several approaches have been suggested to tackle sampling problems that involve some form of importance sampling [10, 13, 21, 38, 41] . These techniques in their various forms must ultimately approximate Doob's htransform that restores normalization to the tilted operator [42] [43] [44] . In previous work we showed that GDFs can be constructed using analytical and numerical strategies. In particular, we outlined a generalized variational principle that can be used to construct GDFs. Subsequently, we presented a procedure to construct cluster mean-field (CMF) solutions that can provide robust GDFs for many problems of interest [21, 45] . We had also suggested that the standard strategy of combining a Variational MonteCarlo (VMC) with DMC in quantum ground state calculations is a viable strategy for computing the cumulant generating function (CGF) of Nonequilibrium Stationary States (NSS). In this paper we concretely present such a VMC + DMC hybrid technique that greatly expands the GDF construction possibilities. Before we present our method, we first outline pertinent details that are needed to understand our technique.
The central quantity of interest in large deviation theory is the cumulant generating function ψ(λ) which is analogous to the free energy of equilibrium statistical mechanics. It is computed via a weighted ensemble average of trajectories given by,
where λ is a counting field conjugate to the observable O = t N t=1 o(C t+ , C t− ), with o an arbitrary function of configurations (C t ) at adjacent times, t+ and t−, and t N is the final trajectory time. P [C (t N )] is the likelihood of a given trajectory C (t N ) = {C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C t N }. For nonequilibrium stationary states, P [C (t N )] is computable from the master equation ∂ t p t (C) = Wp t (C), where p t (C) is the probability of a configuration of the system, C, at a time t, and W is a linear operator. It can be shown that ψ(λ) is the largest eigenvalue of a tilted operator W λ , i.e., W λ |Ξ = ψ(λ)|Ξ where |Ξ ( Ξ|) is the corresponding dominant right (left) eigenvector [46] . In the discreet case,
Calculating ψ(λ) via Monte-Carlo techniques such as the Cloning algorithm or Transition path sampling can lead to an exponentially growth of variance with |λ| that can be greatly mitigated via auxiliary dynamics where we transform the tilted operator via an approximate Doob transformation [14, 21] :
Here, the diagonal matrixΞ = CΞ (C)|C C| is constructed from the GDF, Ξ | = CΞ (C) C|, 1| is the uniform left vector and |p 0 is the initial distribution of configurations. This transformation essentially partially restores the normalization of the tilted operator thereby alleviating the variance problem. The extent of the restoration is dependent on the degree of overlap between the approximate and the exact left eigenvector of W λ . The entire problem is, thus, finding appropriate GDFs to be able to compute the CGF and its associated cumulants.
As we stated earlier, our idea is to extend VMC strategies used in quantum ground state calculations to nonequilibrium classical problems [47] . We note that the energy minimization strategy in quantum VMC cannot be used here since W λ is not Hermitian. However, we can use an associated property of eigenstates, viz. that the variance of the quantity,
must vanish for eigenstates. This quantity that we call the local CGF, is the analogue of the local energy for quantum VMC. The nonequilibrium VMC problem thus involves the minimization of
where Λ({p} ≡ C w(C)Λ({p}, C) is the average of the local CGF, {p} are the parameters used to characterize the GDF:Ξ({p}, C), and w(C) is a normalized sampling distribution. The calculation involves minimizing Eq. (4) with respect to {p} over a fixed set of configurations {C}.
Once the desired level of minimization is reached a full VMC calculation can be performed with a larger set of configurations to get the final estimate of the local CGF and the variance. Notice that (4) can be sampled from any w(C) but for
which is an estimator for ψ(λ). In the absence of a bounded variational principle, the estimator of ψ(λ) cannot rigorously be used to judge the quality of the GDF, but in practical terms it is often useful. Whereas a strictly zero variance is guaranteed for eigenstates, smaller (non-zero) variance of the local CGF doesn't necessarily mean a better state. The more rigorous quantity is the actual reduction of the variance in the estimate of the CGF (ε(ψ)) from DMC or TPS. It is guaranteed that with improving quality of the GDF, ε(ψ) must decrease and this is controlled by the statistical independence of samples (the trajectories which are being generated). For the cloning algorithm the indicator of statistical independence is the fraction of independent walkers (f I ) [21, 38] , whereas for TPS it is the autocorrelation time (we will focus on the former, since this technique can be easily extended to the latter) [14] . Empirically f I is seen to be less susceptible to statistical noise than ε(ψ) but (for a given λ) still bears a monotonic relationship with it. It is, therefore, an excellent measure of the quality fo the GDF. In the case of perfect sampling, using the exact auxiliary dynamics, f I is equal to 1. In the other limit, if all walkers are correlated, f I = 0. We note that f I measures the correlation among walkers as a function of time, and the nature of the cloning procedure means that it must be smallest at t = 0 [14, 21] , which is what we report. It is important to note that a small improvement in f I might still indicate a large improvement in efficiency of the calculation. This will be evident below, where we illustrate the VMC procedure via two prototypical systems, one in the continuum and the second on the lattice.
For the continuum system, we consider the prototypical driven brownian walker, where the observable of interest is the entropy production. This system consists of N = 10 particles (at location R = {r i }) moving in a periodic potential (V (r) = v 0 cos(2πr)) on a ring of size L = 1.0 under the influence of an external driving force (f ) and a fluctuating field represented by Gaussian white noise. These particles also interact via a pairwise repulsive force (f (r i , r j ) = −f (r j , r i ) and
. The transformed tilted propagator that includes auxiliary dynamics due to the GDFΞ(R) is given by [21] ,
where
, represents the norm breaking term that is handled via branching. Trajectories forW λ is generated from the Langevin dynamics ∂ t r i = F i (R) · x + 2f λ + 2∂ i lnΞ(R) + η i , where the random force, η i , satisfies η i (t) = 0 and η i (t)η i (t ) = 2δ(t − t ). Note that in this formalism we have absorbed the biasing term exp[λt N s(t)] due to entropy production s(t N )t N = [14, 21, 48] .
For this system we parametrize the GDF asΞ(R) = i φ(r i ) j<i [J(r i , r j )], where the single particle function, φ(r i ), is obtained from the non-interacting solution generated with M = 101 plane wave modes [21] and J(r i , r j ) = k1,k2J (k 1 , k 2 )e ik1r1+ik2r2 . The parametersJ(k 1 , k 2 ) are estimated using (4) . Shown in Fig. 1 is the large deviation function and f I computed using ansatz with different levels of correlation. We parametrized J(k 1 , k 2 ) with 241 parameters (21 plane waves per particle) where we used 2500 configurations and σ 2 ({p}, λ) < 4.0 × 10 −3 for λ's we consider; the details relating to the specifics of the minimization procedure can be found in the supplementary information (SI) [49] . It is evident that continuum calculations can be done very efficiently with the appropriate GDFs. As noted earlier, the improvement in f I has a number of consequences that is not apparent from the f I comparisons alone. The actual reduction in ε(ψ) can be much larger than that indicated by the improvement of f I . For instance, the VMC generated parameters lead to no more than a ∼ 30% increase in f I relative to auxiliary dynamics with the non-interacting solution; however, the corresponding variance reduces by ∼ 4 times. Additionally, although we used the same observation time to compute the CGF and cumulants for all types of sampling, the results converge much faster for simulations done with auxiliary dynamics [49] .
FIG. 2.
Fraction of independent walkers (fI ) for different types of GDF for a L = 16 system. The largest degree of correlation is captured by the J3 or three-body CPS. The VMC procedure is able to calculate the correlated amplitudes and we can systematically improve the efficiency from CMF with 8-site clusters to 2-body and 3-body CPS.
To explore our framework in different context, we now consider an interacting many-body problem on a lattice, namely the current fluctuations of a periodic weakly asymmetric simple exclusion process (WASEP) [50] . The WASEP models transport of N (= 0.3L) particles on a lattice with L sites, defined by a set of occupation numbers, n i = {0, 1}, e.g. C = {0, 1, .., 1, 1}. The tilted propagator,
describes the rare configurations at λ that result from particles hopping to the right with rate p = Additionally hardcore constraints prevent double occupation. The weakly asymmetric limit corresponds to the Edwards-Wilkinson (EW) universality class with a dynamical critical exponent z = 2 [4] . This propagator is obtained by dressing the bare trajectories generated via the bare Markovian propagator by a factor of exp[λQ(t N )], where, Q(t N ), is equal to the number of particle hops to the left minus the number of hops to the right,
where δ i is the Kronecker delta function and the sum runs over the lattice site and t N . Note that the summand is = 0, ±1 depending on particle displacement. Unlike the continuum system, where the soft-core interaction force allows the non-interacting solution to be the starting point of constructing the GDF ansatz, the hard-core situation requires a different treatment. This system is remarkably similar to the a system of hard-core Bosons that has condensed into a superposition of low momentum plane-wave modes. This motivates building the GDF from the product of n-particle states (appropriately symmetrized with n = 2,3 [49]). For instance, if
and the parameters J 2 (r), where r is the distance between two particles, is obtained by optimizing Eq. (4). Fig. (2) shows a comparison of f I (λ) for a L = 16 system with different GDFs. For the WASEP, the short-range CMF GDF is unable to capture the long-range correlations present in the system and therefore we do not get much improvement in the efficiency using the GDF. However, with the correlated product states (CPS) we can get large improvements (e.g., using J 3 , ε(ψ) is improved by an order to two orders of magnitude [49] ). We note that in these comparisons the CPS was parametrized for the full system (i.e., |r| ≤ L 2 ). In order to illustrate the applicability of this ansatz we undertake calculations for different system sizes L = 24-96 that were done using modest resources -the number of walkers N w = 10000 to 120000, which was enough to compute susceptibilities (χ(λ)). For these calculations, in order to reduce the number of parameters, the GDF ansatz must be modified so that J 3 = 1 for |r| > r c = 16
[51]. The VMC calculations used between 4000 to 8000 fixed configurations to determine 85 to 155 parameters. The accuracy of the VMC calculation has been shown in Fig. (3) where we see that the relative error grows with |λ| as more particles become correlated. Typically for these calculations we did not spend a lot of effort in optimizing the more extreme λ values as we were interested in the range over which the susceptibility peaks where the VMC error is < 5%. The spectrum of rare fluctuations in the importance sampled trajectory space (i.e. the λ space), undergoes a remarkable continuous phase transition from a uniform state to a traveling wave at some λ c provided E > E c = π/ ρ(1 − ρ) [3, 52] . This is evident from the growing susceptibility of the system that according to Macroscopic Fluctuation Theory (MFT) diverges at λ c = −E + E 2 − E 2 c = −2.7198 (for ρ = 0.3). However, MFT is not quantitatively accurate outside E ∼ E c and although a Bethe Ansatz formulation exists the precise value of λ for L → ∞ is not explicitly known [4] . Our DMC calculations suggest that the critical point is λ c ∼ 3.9 for the largest system sizes (L = 64, 96). We note that our results for ψ(λ/L) are in excellent agreement with system sizes considered in [52] .
In this article we have shown GDFs can be computed using a VMC procedure that minimizes the variance of the local CGF. The quality of the GDF can be readily gauged using the f I measure from DMC or the autocorrelation time from TPS. We have shown that the VMC procedure is very robust and works with relatively general parametrizations of the GDF. Additionally it is much less expensive compared to DMC. For instance, in the case of the 1D Brownian walker VMC needs a relatively small number of configurations (∼ 2500-10000) relative to DMC that generates ∼ 5, 000, 000 configurations over the integration time (typically DMC requires multiple integration sweeps to compute the CGF). This makes the VMC+DMC hybrid approach a powerful way to handle non-equilibriums systems of interest. The additional advantage of this approach is that GDFs can be constructed by systematically incorporating different levels of correlation. We illustrated such an approach in the 1D Brownian walker where we combined solutions from non-interacting systems together with two-body correlator ansatz that is computed by optimizing the GDF via VMC. The CPS construction for the 1D WASEP, on the other hand, shows how GDFs can be calculated directly from VMC incorporating different levels of correlations and symmetries. The general form of the VMC variance minimization function (Eq. (4)) can be applied to any problem of interest and, therefore, opens up the possibility to access more complex systems. [52] C. P. Espigares, P. L. Garrido, and P. I. Hurtado, Physical Review E 87, 032115 (2013).
In the main text we have mentioned that computing the cumulant generating function (CGF) of 1D continuum system can be greatly enhanced with the appropriate form of auxiliary dynamics. The structure we have introduced is of the formΞ(R) = i φ(r i ) j<i [J(r i , r j )] so that that one and two-particle ansatz can be parameterized independently. This is particularly useful for continuum systems as we must typically represent each of these functions in a basis of known functions such as plane-waves. By writing the functions in this form every additional level of correlation can be handled with different basis or sizes. For the adjoint of the Focker-Planck operator considered in the main text we can show that,
.
Here, the non-interacting single-particle operator is given by,
is the effective single-particle force acting on a particle. With these expressions we can evaluate the norm breaking term in DMC for the given form of auxiliary dynamics. It is straightforward to generalize these expressions to higher dimensions.
GUIDING DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION CONSTRUCTION FOR 1D WASEP
For the 1D WASEP consisting of hard-core particles interacting on a lattice, we use correlated product states FIG. S1. CGF computed using exact diagonalization and VMC for a 1D WASEP system with N = 3 particles, L = 8 system with periodic boundary conditions. The VMC calculations were done using the J3 GDF, which must be exact (see text). Inset shows the VMC estimate of the variance of the local CGF, which is converged to < 2.0 × 10 −15 for any λ.
(CPS) for auxiliary dynamics. When using the twoparticle correlators the ansatz takes the form,
which is of the form of the Gutzwiller ansatz for hard-core Bosonic condensate. This is evident from
, whereP projects out all possible double and higher order occupation of a particular site from a k = 0 non-interacting condensate. This is a quintessential hard-core Bosonic condensate which forms the dominant left eigenvector or the solution to the 1D WASEP for λ = 0. The modulation introduced by J 2 (r) leads to depletion of the hard-core condensate for other values of |λ| > 0 but introduces spatially dependent correlations. As noted in the main text, higher order correlations can be introduced by using higher order CPS. For our computations we additionally used a three-body CPS given by J 3 (i p , i q , i r ).
The periodic boundary conditions and translational invariance in the system introduces symmetries that can be exploited to reduce the number of parameters that VMC must optimize. Additionally it also produces GDF that respect the symmetries of the system which is important, since the VMC procedure must optimize the variance of the CGF given the constraints. The two particle case is straightforward and all that is needed is we map |i p − i q | to the smallest distance around the ring, i.e.,
. For large systems we additionally require that J 2 (|r|) = 1.0 for |r| > r c . Notice that by utilizing the symmetry of the system we have reduced the L/2 C 2 possible parameters to just L/2 parameters for optimization (if r c = L/2).
In the three-body case the symmetrization can be achieved in the following way: we map
Here O orders the 3-tuple in some way, for example in ascending order so that a ≤ b ≤ c. All cyclic permutations of 3-tuple map to same value. If any two or more 3-tuple values are equal, then cyclic and anti-cyclic permutations also map to the same value. Fig. (S1) shows results from VMC and exact results for a system of size L = 8 with N = 3 particles using J 3 . As expected, in this case the J 3 function parametrizes the exact GDF and so VMC is able to reduce the variance of the local CGF (σ 2 ({p}, λ)) to 0.
We can also restrict correlations to finite distances J 3 (a, b, c) = J 2 (a, b)J 2 (a, c)J 2 (b, c), i.e., we map the 3-body correlations to 2-body correlations if ∃x ∈ (a, b, c) x > r c . An even simpler form is J 3 (a, b, c) = 1.0, if ∃x ∈ (a, b, c) x > r c . These two conditions can be further combined and we can define two distances (r c1 and r c2 ) so that we progress from three-body to two-body correlations for r c1 < r ≤ r c2 , and finally no correlation for r > r c2 . For the results we presented for the large system we only use the simple form.
STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE AND EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT WITH AUXILIARY DYNAMICS
In the main text we have mentioned that an improvement of the GDF is indicated by the improvement in the fraction of independent walker (f I ) estimated from DMC (and a corresponding decrease in the autocorrelation time for TPS). One important consequence of that improvement is the reduction in the variance of the CGF as estimated from DMC. Fig. (S2) shows the improvement in f I relative to calculations done without any auxiliary dynamics for the 1D Brownian walker and the 1D L = 16 WASEP system. Although it is difficult to accurately measure the factor improvement in the variance (since the variance are small numbers and subject to statistical noise), the inset of Fig. (S2) shows the corresponding improvement in variance relative to the variance of CGF calculated from no importance sampling. Notice the massive improvement in efficiency over the range of λ using GDFs. These improvements result from the fact that the computations are done over trajectories (or finite projection time) and the benefit from auxiliary dynamics extend throughout that time (recall that we have only reported f I for t = 0 in the main text). This is evident from the full f I (t) shown in 1D WASEP system. The two two-body forms of auxiliary dynamics, J 2 andJ 2 , are from two VMC calculations where the J 2 parameters were obtained by allowing the VMC to search for longer time so that the corresponding GDFs were of higher quality (evidenced from the f I (t) comparisons of Fig. (S3) ). There is also another not so obvious improvement in the systematic error due to finite population of walkers. As seen in Table (I) , the expectation value of the CGF moves towards estimates with lower bias as the GDF becomes more accurate. Additionally, the variance is systematically improved.
VMC OPTIMIZATION DETAILS
In this work we perform the VMC optimization using a simple simplex based algorithm found in the GNU Scientific Library package. This can be modified to more sophisticated procedure such as stochastic gradient, which will allow larger number of parameters to be utilized. However, for illustration purposes, the method we use turns out to be sufficient. For the continuum system, Fig.  (S4) shows a trace of the variance σ 2 ({p}, λ) at λ = −0.5 produced by the minimization procedure, along with the local CGF estimator shown in the inset. This is generally how the minimization proceeds. For this trace we started the minimization from J(k 1 = 0, k 2 = 0) = 1.0 and all other parameters set to 0. The corresponding variance estimates was 1.0×10 −4 < σ 2 ({p} < 4.0×10 −3 . We note that for −0.3 ≤ λ ≤ 0.3 (λ = 0.0) there were local minima issues, which were resolved by increasing the number of configurations from 2500 to 10000 configurations. If ∆λ for the range we consider is small then another strategy is to use adjacent converged calculations as the initial guess for the current minimization. This is the strategy we pursue with the 1D WASEP system, which produces very tight estimates for the VMC calculations as seen in the main text. The corresponding variance estimates satisfied 8.5 × 10 −8 < σ 2 ({p}, λ) < 1.0 × 10 −6 for L = 96. These calculations were done using 8000 configurations. 
